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The south seas in a nutshell
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Tropical Islands, Brandenburg, Germany
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Living in northern Germany while his four new

during the Cold War. Come 1992, and the

Aerium, the idea had to be dropped once it

ocean liners were built, Singaporean entre-

area was still in use by the Soviet army. Now

became clear that CargoLifter could neither

preneur Colin Au realized how gray, dark and

owned by the federal state, the airfield s Os-

afford the grounds nor build the mammoth

miserable a winter in Europe could be. It was

talgie-inspiring decades worth of pollution had

CL160 aircraft it had once projected. The

a strike of luck that he would come across an

to be deep cleaned. Au recognized the op-

empty building could easily accommodate the

abandoned hangar in Krausnick, an obscure

portunity and bought the area from insolvent

standing Statue of Liberty, the Eiffel Tower

town in the depths of the Federal State of

CargoLifter AG in 2002.

across, the whole of New Orleans Superdome

Brandenburg, a stone s throw from Berlin, and

Munich-based SIAT Architects and Ove Arup

or even the entire Potsdamer Platz in Berlin

more often mentioned for controversial socio-

Engineering had crowned the airfield in the

(buildings included).

political antics. The location had been used as

year 2000 with the world s largest arch-sup-

When Colin Au approached Berlin-based ar-

an airfield during the Third Reich, becoming

ported, free-standing, membrane structure.

chitecture management CL Map GmbH, the

the biggest military airfield in East Germany

Originally planned as a dirigible hangar called

project fell only short of absurd. His Singapoº»‰#vw¼1½¾¿ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈ#ÉÊ
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rean-Malaysian joint-venture wanted to build a whole rain forest!

Most of the 500 flora species (ca. 20,000 individual plants) origi-

Not only that, they wanted to build it inside the hangar and look

nate in the Asia-Pacific region, a factor that demanded accurate

as natural and fully grown as if it had been there for years. Basi-

ecosystem planning, if the rain forest was to survive. Compre-

cally, Au wanted the tropics in Germany, and despite the growing

hensive analyses pinpointed the substratum, temperature, hu-

number of artificial holiday concepts spreading worldwide, this

midity and lighting conditions as key factors to combine plants

seemed to be just a tad too crazy. However, the Niederlausitz

from different latitudes, with variable needs. The air temperature

region now proudly boasts its very own tropical forest.

oscillates between 25-28 , rising to 35 in the beaches and la-

Colin Au envisaged a new form of tourism: a swimming-pool-

goons (while water temperatures of 28-32 meet the dreams of

cum-theme-park-cum-spa-cum-garden-of-eden-in-the-tropics.

visitors). Humidity is at a constant level of 50-60%. The soil con-

The location cleverly targeted an affluent European market, in

sists of a special blend of local sand (70%), organic waste, clay

which not everyone can afford to fly to the south seas frequently,

and bark (30%), complemented by tropical fungi that provide the

let alone spend 20 hours traveling over the weekend. The Tropi-

necessary symbiotic relationship between vegetation and soil.

cal Islands Resort is cleverly located within a three hour drive

Artificial fertilizers were only surgically applied. The watering sys-

for 16 million people in Germany and Poland, not to mention the

tem combines automated and manual solutions in order to make

closeness to Berlin s Sh nefeld Airport connecting it to all major

a responsible use. A filter underneath the rain forest recycles

European destinations. Even if not all the objectives were fully

the water that is used for its irrigation. As far as an artificial eco-

achieved, it was enough to attract over 100,000 people in the

system goes, the gigantic green house was entirely successful,

first three weeks alone.

even if some critics complain that the temperatures are too low.

The landscaping master plan was conducted by Brazilian land-

Open all 365 days of the year, 24 hours a day (as the motto

scape architect Haruyoshi Ono, the current principal at Roberto

goes, tropics don t close for the night ), the Tropical Island

Burle Marx.

Resort is composed of several pools with sandy beaches, whirl-

Ono worked closely with an outstanding team that included Sin-

pools, a flow channel, a small jungle with a path and bridges,

gapore-based Michael Teh, responsible for the Flower Garden,

a mangrove swamp and a waterfall, a tropical village depicting

and Australia s Michael R. White, who designed the Balinese

traditional housing from several tropical locations (Bali, Thailand,

Lagoon. A team of Green Warriors with the Rainforest Rescue

Borneo, Amazon, Kenya, Polynesia), and even smiling staff from

International Sri Lanka provided valuable consultancy. This team

the original countries in typical costumes. There are day and

included Robin Lock, one of the advisers on the notable Eden

night shows and restaurants to cater to 3,000 people. There is

Project (Cornwall, England), as well as top ecologists of the glo-

indoors sky diving. And there is a cd soundtrack of jungle birds,

bal system, such as Ajantha Palihawadana of Sri Lanka or Ranil

and even a blue surface and a white balloon to stage moonlight

Senanayake of Ecuador.

beach nights. In autumn 2005, the membranes of the south side
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of the dome were replaced by transparent, UV
permeable foils. Not only does the rain forest
receive the necessary lighting, visitors can
actually get sun burns. Yet, one cannot help
the gloomy feeling that perhaps all this is a bit

O]^—˜•#YZÝ™ZLë(Õ_šé‰

fake. The number of visitors has not been as
big as expected, and major criticisms include
O]^1‡Ž•Œü•‘’„1“”••#R–†

Location: Brandenburg, Germany

uncomfortable temperature, low depth water

Construction hangar: 1999-2000

and, well, a certain feeling of being on a beach

Architecture: SIAT GmbH
Engineering: Ove Arup & Partners

inside a steel vault. Despite the highly success-

Hangar Cost: 78 million dollars

ful landscaping, one can only wonder if this is

Client resort: Colin Au, Tanjong PLC (Malaysia), Tropical Islands M.

the future of mass tourism.

›†1œ•œÑŽŽÏ#•Õ™žœŸ

GmbH
Construction resort: 2002~2004
Project Management: J rgen Grothe/CL Map GmbH
Landscape Master Plan: Haruyoshi Ono (Roberto Burle Marx)
Landscape Design: Michael Teh (Nature Landscape), Michael R.
White (P.T.Wijaya)
Ecosystem Consulting: Robin Lock, Ajantha Palihawadana, Ranil
Senanayake
Function: indoors beach resort, theme park
Resort Cost: 70 million dollars
Total Surface: 66 000m2 (6.6 ha.)
Development 1st Phase: 38 000m2 (3.8 ha.)
Forested Surface: 20 000m2 (2 ha.)
Water Surface: 6 000 m2 (0.6 ha.)
Hangar Dimensions: 360m x 210m x 107m (height)
Volume: 5 Mio. m3
Capacity: 7 000 people
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